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With the growth of the urban population, the fire control work plays a very
important role. The city is a supporter for social production and livelihood, public fire
safety in uncertain and non-traditional factors is increasing number of fire probability
and risk is increasing. The rapid development of social, economic, science, technology,
culture are contradict to public fire management lagging behind the level of the
contradictory social fire prevention and control capabilities, and the people's growing
demand for fire safety are incompatible contradictions are still prominent, there are a
lot of fire hazards, the fire situation is still grim. Which gave the fire brigade
fire-fighting and rescue command work creates difficulties.
Today, the world is a highly information-based society, Integration of fire control
work, which connected many factors of fire fighting and rescue. The background of
the dissertation is the fire fighting and rescue command work of onefire
prevention crew, use object-oriented systems methods to analysis and design the
fire-fighting and rescue command system. This dissertation can be organized as
follows:
1、The analysis of fire fighting and rescue command system of urban fire control
integration Based on the object oriented analysis method. In system requirements
analysis phase, we give the positioning and objectives of system design, and the
system functional requirements. The system functional requirements include four
parts, which are the 119 seats arrangement and alarm business distribution and
monitor, the Integration of fire control and information mutual communication, the
recording control service, the control without telephone traffic and query agent
service, the Network video access module. we also analysis the specific functional
requirements for the four parts.
2、The design of fire fighting and rescue command system of urban fire control
integration Based on the object oriented design method. In the system design phase，
we give the system design principles, the system functional components, and systems
functional design. We finish the design of the 119 seats arrangement and alarm
business distribution and monitor, the Integration of fire control and information
mutual communication, the recording control service, the control without telephone
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